
Irving and Reba Butler 

LAZLO AGENCY PERSONNEL FILE  

Irving: Age: 60’s   Height: 6’   Build: medium   Eyes: brown    Hair: white, kept in military buzz 

Reba: Age: 60’s   Height: 5’4”   Build: small   Eyes: hazel    Hair: grey, long & kept in ponytail 

General appearance: Both are Caucasian and dress in economy clothing. Irving is always seen in a 

white undershirt, jeans, a sweat band and thick glasses. Reba prefers jeans and button shirts. 

Occupation: Irving and Reba both operate and manage “Butler Gunworks”, an old fashioned “ma and 

pa” shop where Irving specializes in gunsmithing, but also advertises that’s a proficient bladesmith, 

silversmith and even a blacksmith. Reba appears to handle the business aspects of the shop. 

Personal info of note:  

-Irving is ex-military and proudly displays his military days in the shop. Has a “Vietnam Vet” ballcap 

hanging up in the back of the shop. Reba has an old fashioned “stay at home wife” vibe about her. 

-They both live upstairs in an apartment over the shop.  

-Judging by the framed photo’s around the front of the shop, they have one daughter. Judging by the 

pictures, she’s athletic, played soccer from grade school through high school, enjoyed bowhunting with 

Irving, and went into the Army. A first-place soccer award with the name “Julie” on it can be spotted in 

the shop. 

-So far, both have proven to be discreet about special orders and don’t ask questions, especially when 

well paid for their services. This includes urgent orders after business hours.  

-Irving seems to be an intense man with an eye for detail and takes his work seriously, while Reba is 

much more relaxed and cheerful. She’s obviously better with people than her husband.  

Reason for Paranormal Investigating: N/A. 

Aptitudes: Irving has proven to be good at his work and can be expedient when needed (at a cost).  

Side Observation: “By the way they both carry themselves with experience, confidentiality and no 

questions asked, they’ve handled other “after hour” orders in the past. As of this writing I’m not aware of 

any other members of the Lazlo Society or Agency using their services. I can’t help but wonder who else 

may have hired and required them to work in such a secretive manner”. 

-Compiled by Dr. Edmond Smythe, Parapsychologist  


